Committee Hears Student Input
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community has to pay to implement this calendar. While it may seem complex, and while we understand it to be a concern, I don’t know how big a concern it is,” Silbey responded.

Mark A. Herschberg ’95, a member of the InterFraternity Council and the undergraduate housing chair, further broke down the numbers saying that in order for an MIT student to earn the fall $6,600 in self-help over the summer, he or she would need to earn about $15 per hour.

Herschberg added, “If you want the housing system to work, you need the IFC and IFC Rush. You are going to need us to come back for rush... Effectively, you are going to need us in mid-August. You are asking me to do too much and promising too much.”

IAP versus summer

When Silbey asked the students if they would rather take days from IAP or the summer to make up for input from the community, “The committee is responding to pressure from lots of places,” Silbey said. “If the community really wants something, we have to be there.”

After the meeting, Raajnish A. Chitaley ’95, UAC floor leader, said that the three committee members “responded in the best way that they could, because they are not the people who are going to be making the decisions.”

“The real people to convince are the faculty,” Chitaley said, emphasizing the need for students to voice their opinions about the schedule to faculty. “I hope that the faculty really begin to discuss and think about the real issues that have been raised by the students and other faculty,” Chitaley said. “The most convincing arguments can be made by individual students to their professors. They should make sure that their professor will be attending the next faculty meeting and that they know how students feel.”

MTG Is Just for Fun
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year. In fact, the executive board ended up producing The Apple Tree because of a lack of interest in the position. The group plans to remedy this problem by performing shows with name recognition that can also be done well.

Dyckman is optimistic about the future of MTG. “We have a strong group of freshmen this year. It is very encouraging,” he said. “Auditions and production spots are open to anyone, and new members are always welcome.”

There’s a lot of talent at MIT. Hopefully, we can foster that talent and help the theater community grow,” he added.

MTG has helped musical theater become a significant presence at MIT.

Dyckman describes the group as amateur musical theater group open to everyone. The group performs four musical productions each year.

Dyckman believes MTG is important because “it allows students of science and engineering to have an outlet for the arts. Guild members are exposed to all areas of theater production, from performing in the shows to producing their own shows. Students can do their own things and they’ll never have the opportunity to do again,” Dyckman said.

MTG was formed more than 20 years ago, when Tech Show and a Gilbert and Sullivan group merged. Since then, MTG has grown into an organization which currently has around 120 members, most of whom are MIT undergraduate students.

The MTG executive board, elected twice a year, governs the group. The board is in charge of the day-to-day functioning of the Guild, as well as running auditions and interviews. The board conducts interviews to select the production slate for each particular show. Once a production cast is chosen, auditions are held.

A meeting of the MTG was determined by involvement with the group. As soon as a person is in any way involved with a show, he or she receives a one-year membership. Members can attend meetings, elect officers, and vote on shows. Ideas for shows are suggested by members, then narrowed down until one is selected. Shows are formed during the fall term, IAP, spring term, and summer session.

ANNOUNCES

Advancing a public reading from 14RUNE

Thursday, April 29
7:30 pm

Bartos Theater of the MIT Media Lab
20 Ames Street
Cambridge, MA

Free and open to the public

For more information, contact Lecila Strogov at 225-1527
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Campus Computer Distributor: Seeking to appoint 1993 Rep. with entrepreneurial flair and time commitment to sell Toshiba Notebooks 1400DX and other brands to students and faculty. Generally, commission plus expenses. Call (617) 498-8666.

Small computer networking company looking for help in lab. Build, test, debug. Other responsibilities to match skills. S/N is a great opportunity. Send resume to LAMet Corporation, 145 Cambridge St., Needham, MA 02194, Attn: Jeff Tabor.

Do you have a great idea and need help getting a patent? I can help! Call me at (617) 225-2080.

Toshiba Notebook 1400DX, 2RAM, E0MB, LCD, NEW. $2900, 720-HOURS. 17" TV also available. Please phone prices and call (617) 498-8666.

Arlington Luxurious 2 bedroom, 2 full bath, AC, washer, dryer. $600. Young, professional, local moving company. $250. Call 648-6400.

Tax Returns Professionally Prepared. Economically priced for any year, any state, individual or business. 20 years experience. Electronic filing capability provides income returns in two weeks. Convenient MIT location. James Miers, One Kendall Square, (617) 621-7000.


Peak Experience intensive meditation training for beginners. New Bedford, MA. "The Boston Meditation Society... a lot of alumni left in the world" - Boston Globe. For information about classes and other events, call (617) 076-8985.

Special Moving Rates for MIT Community. Receive MIT discount toward Spring/Summer moving costs. Friendly, professional, trustworthy company. For help with your local, US, and international moving needs, contact call WVV Moving at 643-5723.

Sub Pop East seeks someone with Mac and PC knowledge to help us to use our computers. Flexible temporary part-time position. Red Line/South Station. Low pay, free records. Call 262-2510.